**U.S. FLAG VARIATION**  
9" (9 ½" unfinished)

Fabric: White solid or white on white print  
    Dark blue print  
    Red print  

Cut: 1 white strip and 1 blue strip 1 ½" X 10" and sew together as shown (A)  
    Then sub-cut to get 6 units.  Sew these together as shown (B)

Cut: 2 white and 2 red strips 1 ½" X 7" sew strips together length wise, then  
    trim unit to 4 ½" X 6 ½" and sew to the blue and white unit.

Cut: 2 white strips 1 ½: X 10" and 3 red strips the same. Sew these together and trim to 9 ½" long. Add this to the block.

Happy Flag Day in June and Happy 4th of July

Make one or more blocks and print your name and address on a slip of paper attached to each block. You may send your blocks to the address at right and your name will be entered even if you are unable to attend the meeting.

---

Joanne Holznecht  
2618 65th Ave N.  
Brooklyn Center, MN 55430  
Email: sewsewjo@iphouse.com

Debbie Evans won 28 Fun House blocks at the May meeting.